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Abstract. In future ATM systems aviation operators will have to work with
highly automated systems. According to prior research operational monitoring
will become a prominent aspect of task performance [1]. Thus, operators
monitoring appropriately will be needed, being able to detect system errors in
time and to take over control if automation fails. To monitor appropriately,
different monitoring phases (orientation, anticipation, detection, and recheck)
have to be performed by the subjects. Within these phases, the relevant infor-
mation should be gathered to enable taking over full control, once automation
should fail. Based on this model of appropriate monitoring behavior [2, 3], the
present study focuses on the development of a monitoring test for the selection
of future operators in the field of aviation.

1 Introduction

In former research in the field of aviation it is stated, that automation of aviation
workplaces will increase due to an increasing traffic. This will cause a change in pilots’
and air traffic controllers’ work in the future. In Aviator 2030, a research program
conducted at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), workshops with experienced pilots
and air traffic controllers indicated that monitoring in highly automated workplaces
poses new challenges to future aviation operators [1, 4]. In the future, operators will
have to monitor the dynamic processes of automated systems appropriately, they are
assumed to monitor in a way enabling them to detect system errors in time and to take
control if automation fails. In order to prepare future training and selection processes, a
model for operators monitoring appropriately was needed. Former studies revealed that
efficient monitoring behavior underlies target-oriented attention allocation during
monitoring phases [5–7]. Based on these assumptions we [8] derived a normative model
of monitoring behavior: Operators monitoring appropriately (OMA) are expected to
monitor in phases. These monitoring phases are orientation, anticipation, detection, and
recheck. Within these phases, OMA are supposed to gather the relevant information
enabling them to take control if automation fails. To assess appropriate monitoring
behavior a simulation tool called “Monitoring Test” (MonT) was developed: subjects
had to perform a simplified traffic flow management task, at the same time eye move-
ments were recorded. In several studies conducted in the course of Aviator 2030 and
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Aviator II it could be shown, that the normative model fits well [9, 10] when performing
MonT. On the other hand the need to control several task parameters allowing for the
measurement of task performance or appropriate monitoring behavior (e.g. task diffi-
culty) became obvious. By analyzing monitoring behavior as a predictor of task per-
formance parameters in detail, a monitoring test procedure should be developed in the
frame of the project Aviator II eventually.

2 Method

2.1 Test Task

MonT is a traffic flow simulation which can be controlled either automatically or
manually by using input devices. In the four middle areas two system values are shown,
a target value and an actual system value (see Fig. 1). The task is to bring all actual
values into agreement with the corresponding target values.

This can be done by releasing objects from the areas via the input boxes (white
boxes, see Fig. 1). A released object (green arrows) moves one segment of a connection
between two areas at a rate of three (default value, changeable) seconds. In the auto-
matic mode the system has to handle the traffic flow in a perfect manner by keeping the
rules underlying the traffic flow system whereas the participant has to monitor the
system decisions (= number of objects going to be released, indicated by the input
devices at the corresponding area). In cases of system failures the participant has to
intervene as fast as possible by marking the erroneous input device.

Fig. 1. Traffic flow display of MonT simulation
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2.2 Eye Movement Equipment

Eye movements are remotely recorded by the binocular Eyegaze Analysis System
(manufactured by L.C.T.). The eye movement system is combined with the simulation
tool to ensure that both systems use the same timestamp. Management of raw data is
conducted by NYAN software, developed by Interactive Minds. Subjects are seated in
front of a 19-inch LCD computer display at a distance of approximately 60 cm. Within
a synchronized time signal and a non-varying sampling rate, the minimum fixation
duration was 50 ms. Mean fixation duration in our results was approximately 200 ms.
All successive fixations falling on a defined Area of Interest (AOI) were categorized as
gaze duration.

2.3 Procedure

Instruction, Knowledge Test and Exercise. As the tool is a simplified and abstract
simulation, test subjects need no prior experience as a pilot or air traffic controller.
Nevertheless, a solid understanding of the rules of the system has to be obtained by the
applicant. First of all a test instructor explains the upcoming procedure step by step to
the participant. Before testing, subjects completed a questionnaire about descriptive
information such as age, gender, education, experience with computers (especially
computer games) and their perceived capability to perform successfully. To familiarize
the participant with the simulation interface, detailed computer based instructions (CBI)
were developed. In the course of the CBI there is the opportunity to return to recheck
some information not yet understood. Finishing the instruction part, a knowledge test
follows the instructions. Questions in the knowledge test have to be answered in
interaction with the test instructor. Finally, four exercises have to be worked by the
subject to become acquainted with the test handling. All in all, the instruction is the
most time-consuming part of the test and lasts about 35 min. Nonetheless, concerning
the complexity of the rules underlying the test it is inevitable to spend sufficient time on
this item to avoid incomprehension which would impair test performance.

Main Test. Participants are tested individually. Prior testing the participant received
information about the upcoming scenarios to perform (number and time to spend). In
the following the eye movement system has to be adjusted for the candidate by the test
instructor. The calibrating of the camera system takes less than1 min. The applicant
actively starts the test sequence by pressing a dedicated button, each scenario com-
mences with a short description of the following scene. When a countdown of 5 s is up,
the scenario began with an orientation phase, where the display was frozen for 15 s. 12
scenarios of different difficulty have to be worked during the test. Two of them are
distracting scenarios, that is, no automation failure occurs. In the other scenarios
between one to four automation failures are embedded. After every scenario, perceived
effort was measured by a scale for the assessment of subjective effort [11] from zero (no
effort) to 220 (very high effort). After 6 scenarios there is a further adjustment and
calibration of the eye movement system. Any scenario lasts less than two minutes. All
in all 25 min have to be spent on the 12 scenario accomplishments.
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2.4 Performance Measures

Eye tracking data and failure detection performance data are measured as dependent
variables. Frequency and response time of failure detection are used as well as the
number of false alarms. Relative fixation counts (rfc) - fixation number in relation to all
fixations in the same time frame on defined Areas of Interest (AOIs) - and relative gaze
durations (rgd) as well as total time to first fixation (ttff) on predefined AOIs are
measured. AOIs directly represent system operations done by the automatic system.
Grasping AOIs at the right time should indicate participants’ ideal monitoring
behaviour of system operations.

The objective of the following data analysis was to develop a reliable performance
measurement for failure detection, which can be predicted by phase specific eye
tracking performance. External validity of the failure detection performance value
should not be predicted completely by already existing test procedures as it was an
objective, to develop a test procedure measuring something new in comparison to
already existing procedures.

2.5 Sample

The study was conducted with a sample of N = 99 applicants of aviation operators
applicants. Due to missing and extreme values (> 3 standard deviation ± mean), sample
size varies in the analyses from N = 87 to N = 99. Participants ranged in age from 17 to
25 years, 70 % were of male gender. The computer experience was rated on a Likert
scale from 1 (no experience) to 5 (very experienced) with an average on 3.9 (SD = .69,
‘experienced’). Experiments were conducted in conjunction with the regular selection
process at the German Aerospace Center without influencing the selection outcome.
Subjects received €25 for their voluntary participation.

3 Results

Failure detection and eye tracking performances of the failure detection scenarios were
aggregated and averaged over 10 scenarios. Descriptive statistics revealed two
approximately normally distributed failure detection measurements: frequency (F) and
response time (RT) of positive failure detection. F is the mean of the number of
detected failures, it showed a range from min(F) = 1 to max(F) = 14, with a mean of M
(F) = 8.97 and a standard deviation of s(F) = 2.74. RT is the mean reaction time when
correctly detecting system failures. RT showed a range from min(RT) = 1.4 to max
(RT) = 4.2, where M(RT) = 2.52 and s(RT) = 0.68. Both variables correlated signif-
icantly at a moderate level (Pearson, r = .37, P = .00, two-tailed). Results of reliability
analysis (Internal consistency, Cronbach’s α) showed hardly satisfying values when
taking response time into the account: alpha was at α = .75 (up to α = .78, depending on
the removal of items/scenarios with poor corrected item-total correlations). Cronbach’s
α for the number of failure detection (F, Frequency) was even poorer, a coefficient of
α = .60 was identified. Nevertheless, it was decided to retain both variables for further
analyses as they were the only ones proving distribution criteria. Furthermore, for the
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sake of interpretation of results with regard to the content they seem to be most the
suitable criteria in comparison to other simulation performance criteria.

For further analyses both variables were z-standardized where

zðFiÞ ¼ Fi�MðFÞ
SDðFÞ ð1Þ

and

zðRTiÞ ¼ RTi�MðRTÞ
sRT

ð2Þ

Standardized scores (zF, zRT) were poled the same direction. To avoid negative
scores due to z-standardization, z-scores were transformed into T-scores where

T zðFiÞð Þ ¼ 10 � zFið Þ þ 50 ð3Þ

and

T zðRTiÞð Þ ¼ 10 � zRTið Þ þ 50: ð4Þ

Finally, T-scores were combined multiplicatively to receive a monitoring com-
posite score (MonCS):

MonCS ið Þ ¼ T zFðiÞð Þ � TðzRTðiÞÞ ð5Þ

The multiplicative approach in formula (5) was used to exacerbate multiple perfor-
mance measurement differences: composite scores where failure frequency and
response time both were comparably accounted for by the participant will be provided
with better values than composite scores where failure frequency and response time
differ significantly (e.g. fast reaction time but poor failure detection, slow reaction time
but high failure detection frequency in relation to the sample). The monitoring com-
posite score MonCS was approximately normal distributed (s. Fig. 2).

In the next step the impact of the eye tracking performance data related to the
derived composite score was explored. Correlations between phase specific eye
movement scores and the MonCS were calculated (see Table 1). Ten eye tracking
scores correlated significantly at a moderate level to the composite score. Mainly,
scores obtained in the anticipation phase could be found. For the orientation phase no
significant value could be revealed.

To explain relative proportions of variance of the scores a stepwise regression
analysis was conducted with the composite score MonCS as dependent variable. In the
most complex regression model four eye movement scores proved to be sound (see
Table 2), multiple correlation coefficient was at R = .73 whereas R2 = .53, that is, nearly
53 % of the variance of the dependent variable MonCS could be explained by the eye
movement scores.
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In the regression model the following eye movement scores were identified:

1. Total time to first fixation_D (tttff_D); reflects an appropriate priority setting con-
cerning the monitoring of relevant areas of interest in the detection phase.

2. Relative fixation count_R (rfc_R); reflects the amount of information processing
during the recheck phase.

3. Relative gaze duration_A (rgd_A); is a measure of the expectations and assump-
tions in the anticipation phase of the person [12] relevant areas of interest in the
anticipation phase are monitored in deep.

Fig. 2. Distribution of the monitoring composite score MonCS. N = 96

Table 1. Pearson Correlations between MonCS and eye tracking performance scores

Parameter Phase Corr.
(Pearson)

Sign.
(2-tailed)

N

Total time to first fixation Detection -.28 ** .01 87

Total gaze duration Anticipation .35 ** .00 89
Detection .26 * .02 88

Total fixation count Anticipation .24 * .03 89
Relative fixation count Anticipation .30 ** .01 88

Detection .28 ** .01 88
Recheck -.23 * .03 87

Relative gaze duration Anticipation .35 ** .00 88
Detection .25 * .02 88
Recheck -.22 * .04 88
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4. Relative fixation count_D (rfc_D); reflects the amount of information processing
during the detection phase.

Tests of collinearity revealed the fourth score taken into the model could be removed
due to common variance to the other three remaining scores. An analysis of the
regressions residuals showed no abnormal distribution, heteroscedasticity (heteroge-
neity of variance) does not prevail. Finally, MonCS was compared to selection pro-
cedure performances of applicants for ab initio air traffic controllers (ATCO).
Correlation analyses revealed, that MonCS showed significant correlations (Pearson,
two-tailed, r = *.24 to * .41) of expected directions predominantly with procedures
measuring complex skills: Two work sample tests as well as a dual task bimodal
vigilance test are related to the monitoring composite score. Furthermore, some sig-
nificant correlation coefficients can be shown for the monitoring composite score and
performance values in test procedures measuring spatial abilities (Spatial Orient. 1,
Spatial Orient. 2), as well as perceptual speed (Perc. Speed) and numerical attention
(Num. Attent. 1, Num. Attent. 2) (Table 3).

A principal component factor analysis (PCA, see Table 4) with oblimin rotation
was conducted to check the common variance of the performance variables including
the monitoring composite score. Four factors could be extracted, explaining 76 % of
the variance of the variables. In Table 4 the rotated factor loadings are presented. On

Table 2. Regression analysis (dependent variable: MonCS)

Modell R R2 corr. R2 Change in F Sign.

tttff_D .35 .12 .11 11.28 .001
tttff_D
+ rfc_R

.50 .25 .23 13.63 .000

tttff_D
+ rfc_R
+ rgd_A

.71 .50 .48 41.62 .000

tttff_D
+ rfc_R
+ rgd_A
+ rfc_D

.73 .53 .50 4.30 .041

Table 3. Correlations of the monitoring composite score with test scores in the selection
procedure for air traffic controller applicants.

MonSC Num.
Attent.
1

Num.
Attent.
2

Perc.
Speed

Spatial
Orient.
1

Spatial
Orient.
2

Dual
Task

Work
Sample 1

Work
Sample 2

Corr. .24* .43** .41** .26* .24* .33** .33** .39**
Sign. .04 .00 .00 .00 .03 .00 .00 .04
N 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 28
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the first component, explaining 32.6 % of the variance, test procedures measuring
multiple task performance are loading, the second component (15.6 % of explained
variance) represents numerical processing and perceptual speed. The third factor
(14.3 % of explained variance) comprises of performances where spatial orientation is
important. Only one procedure related to perceptual speed is loading on the fourth
component (13.1 % explained variance).

As PCA procedures include error variance and thus tend to produce higher portions
of explained variance, a principal axis factor analysis (PAF, see Table 5) was con-
ducted additionally. It was expected, that explained overall variance of PAF would be
lower in comparison to PCA, but rotated loading patterns should be nearly similar. PAF
explained 60 % of the variance of the variables, but the internal structure of the factors
remained stable in comparison to PCA: albeit the second and the third factor changed
their relative importance concerning explained variance, the corresponding factors
comprised of the same variables as seen in the PCA (see Table 4).

Table 4. Rotated factor loadings of a principal component analysis (PCA) with oblimin rotation
on selection procedures and the monitoring composite score MonCS.

PCA Components
1 2 3 4

MonCS .73
Work Sample 2 .75
Dual Task .67
Work Sample 1 .38 .69
Spatial Orient. 1 .77
Spatial Orient. 2 .77
Num. Attent. 1 -.85
Num. Attent. 2 -.80
Perc. Speed .97

Table 5. Rotated factor loadings of a principal axis factor analysis (PAF) with oblimin rotation
on selection procedures and the monitoring composite score MonCS.

PAF Factors/Axis
1 2 3 4

MonCS .55
Work Sample 2 .73
Dual Task .45
Work Sample 1 .55 .42
Spatial Orient. 1 .53
Spatial Orient. 2 .94
Num. Attent. 1 -.71
Num. Attent. 2 -.78
Perc. Speed .83
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4 Discussion

The objective of the former analyses was to develop an approach for combining
measurements of monitoring behavior and failure detection performance. As shown the
composite score of two of the most important failure detection performances corre-
sponded well to four meaningful monitoring measurements. Regression analysis with
the monitoring composite score as dependent variable revealed, that all relevant phases
of the normative model could be integrated. Furthermore, the identified monitoring
measurements predicted more than 53 % of the variance of the composite score. When
comparing the composite score to existing selection procedures it could be shown, that
monitoring performance via MonT simulation refers mainly to something like a
complex skill, requiring and incorporating attentional planning processes. Developing a
composite score seems to be appropriate for reasons of selection procedures, it is easy
to calculate and comprehensible to interpret. However, there is a questionable stability
of the identified regression model of the composite score. The sample size was rather
small and the consistency rather heterogeneous (age, gender, applicant samples). Due
to the small sample size it was not possible to cross validate the regression model by
splitting the sample, but only if the identified regression model is duplicable with
another sample, it should be retained. For the sake of investigating experimental
hypotheses regarding the normative monitoring model, some questions in the area of
test development could not be taken into the account or elucidated. For example, effects
of item sequences could not be investigated in the frame of the conducted experiment.
Additionally, due to time and sample size restrictions the investigated scenarios had to
be developed basing on non-statistical estimations of difficulty and appropriateness
thus lacking psychometric item analyses. Nevertheless, post experiment analysis of
part-whole corrected item total correlations and difficulty calculations showed satis-
fying scores for most scenarios. To improve reliability in terms of internal consistency
more homogenous item material should be developed. In future, scenarios which
proved to be sound in terms of difficulty, item variance and item-total correlation could
be duplicated by mirroring techniques to be investigated again. Albeit scenarios should
bear resemblance to each other, any scenario performed by applicants should be per-
ceived as a unique one to avoid memory effects.
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